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Financial pitchman Vagnozzi settles with SEC
He will pay $5 million to resolve a complaint
that he helped defraud investors in Par Funding.
By Joseph N. DiStefano
STAFF WRITER

Montgomery County financial
pitchman Dean Vagnozzi, once
well-known through his ubiquitous radio ads and free dinner
seminars, has agreed to pay $5
million to resolve a complaint
from the U.S. Securities and Ex-

change Commission that he
helped defraud investors in the
Par Funding lending firm.
To help pay back the investors, Vagnozzi agreed to “disgorge” $4.5 million, and pay
$161,000 more in interest and a
$400,000 civil penalty. In large
part, his payment will come

from money already seized by a
court-appointed federal receiver.
The filing Thursday of courts
papers with Vagnozzi’s payment
agreement was the first disclosure of the money to be paid
out by the owners of Par Funding and other financial salespeople who hawked investments
along with Vagnozzi. The defendants dropped their opposition
to the SEC case in November.

In the sweeping lawsuit
brought in 2020, the SEC said
Par Funding, Vagnozzi, and other defendants hid from 1,200 investors that one of the lending
firm’s founders, Joseph W.
LaForte, had served prison time
for past financial crimes.
The SEC also said Par Funding, Vagnozzi, and the others
raised nearly $500 million by
misleading investors about Par
See FRAUD on A7

Honoring a Philly artist

Financial salesman Dean
Vagnozzi seen in an image from
a 2016 video. He and others were
accused of misleading investors.

Omicron
drop is
relief to
hospitals
It’s a “dramatic” change, said
one official, helping routines
get back to “sort of normal.”
By Erin McCarthy
and Justine McDaniel
STAFF WRITERS

The late Philadelphia artist Moe Brooker was honored Thursday as his “Fruit of the Spirit
Artwork” was dedicated in the lobby of the William J. Green Jr. Federal Building, at 600
Arch St. Among those at the unveiling were son Musa and daughter Misha, along with
other relatives and Mayor Jim Kenney. Brooker, an internationally known artist who served
on the Philadelphia Art Commission, died in January at age 81. ALEJANDRO A. ALVAREZ / Staff

Probe sought
as PPA claims
schools owe it
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The omicron surge’s swift decline is
bringing relief to Pennsylvania hospitals after weeks of intense stress, with
the number of COVID-19 hospitalizations having dropped dramatically
since the wave peaked.
The decline in case spread has been
reflected inside emergency rooms and
inpatient wards over the last few
weeks, with hospital leaders seeing confirmation of the wave’s retreat. Even
though case and hospitalization counts
remain elevated, hospital officials are
cautiously optimistic the trend will continue.
The highly transmissible variant
pushed some hospitals and their exhausted workers close to the breaking
point over the last two months. By early January, many systems were contending with two crises: an influx of
COVID-19 patients and a record number of employee call-outs due to infections and exposures.
“It’s a dramatic difference,” said
Michael Scalzone, chief quality officer
for Guthrie hospitals in northeastern
See HOSPITALS on A4
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Authority says it overpaid
district $11.3 million. City
Council’s Gym seeks hearings.

Shootings across city
claim 2; fatal stabbing
at Lincoln University.

By Max Marin
STAFF WRITER

Philadelphia City Councilmember
Helen Gym is calling for hearings to
probe the Philadelphia Parking Authority over an $11.3 million debt it lodged
against the city’s cash-strapped School
District last fall.
Each year, the PPA cuts both the city
and School District a slice of its onstreet parking revenue, as part of a
2004 profit-sharing agreement that solidified Republican control over the
state-run Parking Authority. But for
the first time, the PPA claims it overpaid the district by a hefty sum — and
asked the district to pay back what
advocates say amounts to the annual
salaries for more than 100 teachers.
In a resolution introduced Thursday,
Gym, who has long sparred with the
authority, called the PPA’s request “unorthodox” and a sign of larger financial
mismanagement issues.
“It is long past time for us to seek a
longer-term, formal financial oversight
over this body,” Gym told Council.
“[The PPA] is a critical public trust. It
has the responsibility of not only doing
the good work of managing our streets
and parking, but it also has the important responsibility of funding our city
See PARKING on A6
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Sonya Mosey said she feared she would die if she could not get her prescribed
medication to treat her opioid addiction. NATE SMALLWOOD

DOJ warns Pa. courts
to allow opioid treatment
Some judges barred use of lifesaving addiction medications.
By Ed Mahon
SPOTLIGHT PA

HARRISBURG — Courts in Pennsylvania violated federal law by telling
people to stop taking lifesaving addiction medications, the Department of
Justice recently alleged while warning
of possible legal consequences if the
policies continue.
An eight-page letter the department
sent to the state court system in February focused on two Pennsylvania counties — Jefferson and Northumberland
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— and identified six others that currently or recently had “problematic policies that prohibit or otherwise limit”
the use of medications for opioid use
disorder.
The policies caused at least two people under court supervision “significant harm,” the department concluded, as they attempted to stop using
proven and scientifically accepted
treatments. One major national study
found people are about 50% less likely
See OPIOIDS on A6
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By Stephanie Farr
STAFF WRITER

rom a cupboard under the
stairs in England to the Great
Hall of Hogwarts Castle, a
transfiguration spell has been
cast on the Franklin Institute,
turning the Center City museum into a
magical maze of wizarding wonder for
the world premiere of Harry Potter:
The Exhibition.
Opening Friday and running through
September, the 20,000-square-foot
show by Imagine Exhibitions is an interactive experience that gives muggles a chance to cast spells, play Quidditch, and immerse themselves in endless photo opportunities (go ahead and
sit at Dolores Umbridge’s desk, if you
dare).
Joining your Daily Prophet reporter
(moi) on the scene for a media preview
of the exhibit Thursday was 8-year-old
Kieran Goh, an avid Harry Potter fan
and proud Gryffindor house member
whose mom, Kristen Graham, is an education reporter at The Inquirer.
“It was so cool!” Kieran said. “I love
the potions room.”
While even Moaning Myrtle might
have a hard time finding something to
complain about the exhibit, there were
still a few hiccups that seemed to be
getting worked out Thursday. One or
two of the interactive features weren’t
clearly marked and some guests
breezed through a room which, at first,
appeared to be just an immersive Marauder’s Map, but later morphed into
an enchanting scene of Hogwarts Castle through the seasons.
During his opening remarks, Franklin president and CEO Larry Dubinksi
said ticket presales for this exhibit
have already exceeded presales for all
other shows at the museum since 2007,
when the Franklin hosted the King Tut
exhibit.
“Today is truly a magical day,” he
said. “Let us all be very clear, the city
of Philadelphia is open for business
and this phenomenal exhibition will
help. It will draw people from near and
far to Philadelphia.”
The exhibit focuses mainly on the
world created by the Harry Potter movies, the first of which premiered in November 2001. Very little is mentioned
of the books that inspired the films, or
of author J.K. Rowling, aside from a
copy of the first North American edition of Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s
Stone, which is on display.
Rowling remains a controversial figure following a series of anti-transgender tweets she posted in June 2020.
Many of the actors who worked on the
Harry Potter movies have condemned
her remarks, including star Daniel Rad-

Kieran Goh, 8, checks out “Harry Potter: The Exhibition” at the Franklin Institute. An exhibit highlight are the Hogwarts classrooms,
where among other things, guests can pot (and pull) screaming mandrakes or fight boggarts. JOSE F. MORENO / Staff Photographer

A Wizarding World
Harry Potter exhibit has world debut at the Franklin Institute.

cliff, who responded to Rowling’s comments in an essay for The Trevor
Project.
At the Franklin Institute, guests enter Harry Potter: The Exhibition at
King’s Cross Station, where they receive a wristband which is used to interact with Golden Snitch medallions
in the exhibit. Visitors then pick a Hogwarts house, a wand, and a Patronus at
a touch-screen kiosk, choices which
are then associated with the wristband
and appear throughout the experience.
While there’s no grand staircase to
speak of, guests do walk down a hallway lined with paintings of figures that
move, including one of the Fat Lady
who guards the entrance to Gryffindor
Tower. The hallway opens up to a small
rotunda, where galleries for each of
the Hogwarts houses are set up to display costumes and props from the movies.
But the real highlight of the exhibit
are the Hogwarts classrooms, where
guests can pot (and pull) screaming
mandrakes in the Herbology Greenhouse or fight boggarts (shape-shifters
who take the shape of one’s greatest
fear) in the Defense Against the Dark
Arts classroom. Each challenge successfully completed adds 10 points to a
guest’s chosen house.
This Ravenclaw’s personal favorite
was the Divination classroom, where

A copy of “Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer’s Stone” is on exhibit.
you could swipe your wristband and
see yourself and your house and receive a prophecy by looking inside of a
crystal ball (”Your potential is as big as
the gourds in Hagrid’s pumpkin patch”).
Kieran particularly loved the Potions
classroom, where he spent time making potion after potion on a touch
screen to rack up his score.
“I’m going to get as many points for
my house as I can!” he proclaimed.
A game where kids are encouraged
to throw balls through Quidditch goals
could get interesting, depending on the

number of kids involved, but Kieran
quickly proved himself to be a Quidditch MVP.
Like me, Kieran was excited to see
floating candles in The Great Hall, but
he was less impressed with Hagrid’s
Hut and the Forbidden Forrest, where
it was unclear if there were any interactive features.
Overall, on a scale of 1 to 10 screaming mandrakes, Kieran gave the exhibit a solid 9.
“It was really cool and you got to
have a wristband that let you touch the
Golden Snitches and it was an interactive experience,” he said. “I would definitely tell my friends to come.”
“Harry Potter: The Exhibition” runs
through Sept. 18. Daytime tickets, which
include general admission to the museum, cost $43 for adults and $39 for kids.
Evening tickets, which do not include
general admission, are $30 for adults
and children. VIP tickets — which offer
anytime access on the date chosen at
purchase and include a photo op, an
exhibition lanyard, and a discount on
the audio tour — are $59 for kids and
adults.
Tickets can be purchased online at
www.fi.edu or by calling 215-448-1200.
+sfarr@inquirer.com
^215-854-4225
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After Floyd protests, a look
at what it takes to ‘stay free’
By Valerie Russ

I

AXIS dancers Yuko Monden Juma and DeMarco Sleeper in “Hold Fast.”
AXIS, which integrates disabled and nondisabled performers in its
dance choreography, will perform on Saturday. AXIS Dance Company

Acclaimed AXIS troupe
to perform at Rowan

M

By Kristi Yeung
FOR THE INQUIRER

arc Brew was beginning
a promising career as a
ballet dancer in South
Africa when a head-on
car collision paralyzed him from
the chest down. “I was told that I
would never walk again,” he
said. “You can imagine, for a
dancer, that was my worst nightmare.”
After returning home to Australia for rehabilitation, he came
to accept using a wheelchair but
not ending his dance career.
“Rather than seeing [my disability] as less, it actually created

STAFF WRITER

The anthology,
“How We Stay
Free: Notes on a
Black Uprising,”
tells the story of
the summer of
2020 in Philly.

n their own voices, organizers
of the 2020 Philadelphia protests of George Floyd’s murder
tell stories of working for social
justice in the new book, How We
Stay Free: Notes on a Black Uprising.
Released Feb. 5, it is a collection
of essays, poetry, history, photographs, and artwork by those who protested, or
supported the demonstrators, during the summer of 2020.
The Paul Robeson House & Museum, owned
by the West Philadelphia Cultural Alliance, produced the anthology. There will be a virtual
discussion of the book on Friday, Feb. 18, from
6-8 p.m.
“We wanted to present the voices of people
who were doing the long work of fixing racial
injustice and community care in the middle of
a pandemic,” said Christopher R. Rogers, program director at Robeson House, and one of

the co-editors.
The publisher, Common Notions,
described How We Stay Free as “an
anthology-in-action for an uprising
that remains unfinished.”
George Floyd, 46, was a Black man
killed May 25, 2020, in Minneapolis
when police officer Derek Chauvin
pressed his knee on Floyd’s neck for
more than nine minutes despite outcries from onlookers.
There were protests across the United States
and the globe.
The Philadelphia protests continued in the
summer and fall of 2020 to also bring attention
to the killings of Ahmaud Arbery in Georgia,
Breonna Taylor in Kentucky, the domestic violence murder in Philadelphia on June 8 of Dominique “Rem’mie” Fells, a Black transgender
woman, and the police shooting and killing of
Walter Wallace Jr. on Oct. 26. Wallace, a mentally ill father of eight, was carrying a knife when
See FREE on C6

more opportunities for me in exploring my physicality and what
dance meant to me,” he said. “I
realized it was about expressing
myself through movement, and I
could still do that.”
Over the next 20, he danced
and choreographed for ballet
and contemporary companies
across the globe. In 2017, he became the artistic director of
AXIS Dance Company, an ensemble of both disabled and nondisabled artists in Oakland, Calif.
AXIS will perform Brew’s latest
work, Roots Above Ground, at
Rowan University in Glassboro
on Saturday. Among the compaSee AXIS on C6
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“How We Stay Free” co-editors Christopher R. Rogers (left) and Fajr Muhammad are seated at a Feb.
5 book launch at Making Worlds Bookstore and Social Center. Among the book’s contributors are
(back row, from left) Malkia Okech, Jared Michael Lowe, Koren Martin, Andrea Lemoins, Duiji Mshinda,
Tafari Robertson, Krystal Strong, and Gabriel Bryant. SHENID BAYROO / Making Worlds Bookstore

